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Abstract: This article is an attempt to analyse the master frame form characterised by a flat floor-
timber, a sharp or shaped turn of the bilge, and more or less straight sides. This form of master frame
is associated with the Mediterranean architecture of the ‘frame-based’ principle, as attested from the
end of the 5th century to the beginning of the 6th century AD Dor 2001/1 shipwreck (Israel), which
is considered as one of the five origins (Root 4: Nilotic-riverine) of the ‘frame-based’ architecture. A
series of medieval and modern wrecks of coastal ships and galleys bear witness to this form of master
frame linked more generally to the Mediterranean whole moulding. In view of the consistency of
these archaeological as well as ethnographic evidence on traditional Mediterranean shipbuilding, this
form of master frame with a flat floor-timber appears to be one of the most revealing ‘architectural
signatures’ of the practices of Mediterranean shipyards.

Keywords: architectural signature; flat floor-timber; frame-first shipbuilding; master frame; Mediter-
ranean whole moulding

1. Introduction

This article is a direct continuation of a long-term research program devoted to the
Mediterranean moulding method, on the one hand, and to a type of master frame geometry
characterised by a flat floor-timber and a chine or a round bilge particular to the ‘frame-first’
Mediterranean architectural tradition on the other hand. The first aspect of the research has
given rise, in a general perspective of history of techniques, to various articles [1–5] and a
synthesis book [6]. The second aspect has been the subject of several articles in relation
to the specific archaeological problem of the origins and developments of the ‘frame-first’
carvel shipbuilding in the Mediterranean during the early Middle Ages [7,8]. The subject
of the present article is an essay to make the link between the two aspects and to establish a
relationship between a design method of Mediterranean origin, that of the Mediterranean
moulding method, and a form of master frame, interpretable as one of the ‘architectural
signatures’ [9] or ‘fingerprints’ of Mediterranean tradition, characterised geometrically by
a flat floor timber, a chine or a rounded bilge, which is attested in the Mediterranean until
the end of the traditional wooden shipbuilding.

2. The Origins of the Mediterranean Master Frame with Flat Floor Timber

At the origin of this study is the transverse section of the master frame from the Dor
2001/1 (Israel) shipwreck dated from the end of the 5th to the early 6th century AD [10].
It should be remembered that in the current state of archaeological documentation, this
shipwreck is the oldest evidence of a Mediterranean ship built on keel according to the
transverse ‘frame-first’ principle of shipbuilding. Moreover, it has been interpreted as
one of the five possible roots of Mediterranean ‘frame-first’ architecture and qualified as
‘Root 4: riverine-Nilotic-construction tradition’ [8] (pp. 302–304). In contrast to the other
four possible origins of ‘frame-first’ architecture, it is linked to the southern shore of the
Mediterranean and to a nautical space of fluvio-deltaic origin.
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Inspired in all probability by the “bottom-based” fluvial architecture, the master frame
of the Dor 2001/1 shipwreck is characterised by shapes that can be fully developed and
projected on the same plane: a flat bottom, without any upturns, an angular chine, and
straight open sides (Figures 1 and 2). This is undoubtedly the simplest geometric figure
of a master frame in terms of architectural design. It is also the simplest cross-sectional
shape to reproduce in a building process. The ‘thinking’ and the ‘making’ are in this case
identical in every respect. Thus, the finished structure of the master frame is completely
superimposed on its geometric figure.
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This same relationship between the conception of the midship cross-section and its
materialisation in the building process can be found in the Bataiguier shipwreck (France),
which is dated to the beginning of the 10th century [11] (Figure 3). It is an historically
important milestone in so far as this shipwreck, whose ceramics testify of similarities with
productions from the southeast Spain caliphal, or even with those from North Africa or
Sicily, could also correspond to a ship of the same origin. In this hypothesis, the architecture
of the Bataiguier shipwreck could be interpreted as the result of a technical transfer from
the “riverine-nilotic architectural root” to the Arab–Muslim West territories. It should also
be noted that the Bataiguier shipwreck is the most recent archaeological evidence of a
keeled hull with a flat bottom and a sharp bilge.
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This geometry of the master frame, with a strictly flat bottom and sharp chine, which
is still very close to that of a ‘bottom-based’ river boat, could be considered as the first or
the primitive geometric form of this ‘frame-first’ architecture in relation with a hull built on
keel. According to the archaeological sources, a morphological evolution quickly appeared
and resulted in a connection between the flat bottom and the side by means of a rounded
bilge with a more or less wide radius of curvature. One of the earliest attestations is that of
the Tantura F shipwreck, (Israel), which is dated to the mid-7th–8th centuries AD, where
some of the ceramics archaeologically associated with the shipwreck were produced in
the Nile Delta region [12,13]. The origin of the ship is unknown, although a Nilotic origin
would seem possible.

In terms of structure and mechanical resistance to the stresses of a maritime envi-
ronment, a rounded bilge combined with a flat bottom contributes to greater strength,
greater rigidity, and less deformability of the hull than an angular chine. On the other
hand, the rounded bilge makes the hull geometry non-developable and therefore more
complex to design and to build than a fully developable hull. One of the questions posed
by this presumably more geometrically elaborate stage of rounded bilge is how to design it.
An answer has been proposed by Richard J. Steffy in his study of the early 11th century
shipwreck from Serçe Limanı (Turkey) [14]. The master frame of this probably Byzantine
coaster built on a ‘frame-first’ principle [15] is characterised by a flat bottom, a rounded
bilge with a small curvature, and slightly open straight sides (Figure 4). This is the trans-
verse section of a hull using L-shaped ribs cut from naturally curved pieces of wood (trunk
and large branch) in relation with the later phase of ‘making’ the ship of Serçe Limanı. In
contrast, the design of the midship section, corresponding to the earlier phase of ‘thinking’,
is based on a geometric figure with straight lines for the bottom and the sides, resulting in
a cross-section with an angular chine (Figure 5). This is clearly noted by Richard J. Steffy:
“these frame shapes were predetermined by a very simple form of logic [ . . . ] The bottom had no
lateral curvature within the limits of the hold, and the lowest meter or so of the sides was also
straight so that both bottom and lower sides could be represented by straight lines” [16]. Thus,
this predefined geometrical figure, as conceived during the design phase, is translated
during the construction phase into a rounded bilge, with the sharp angle of the original
geometrical figure rounded off in correspondence with the piece of wood naturally curved
used to carve the floor timber.
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Figure 5. Reconstruction of the geometric construction of the midship section of the Serçe Limanı
shipwreck [14].

In view of the similarity of the geometric construction of the master frame based on
straight segments of line, there would seem to be an architectural relationship between
the Dor 2001/1 shipwreck and that of Serçe Limanı on the one hand, and between the Dor
2001/1 shipwreck and that of the Bataiguier on the other. However, this architectural and
technical relationship must not be confused with a historical relation of diffusionist nature,
even if the hypothesis of a transfer of technique from the riverine nilotic aera to the Eastern
Mediterranean by going up the Syro-Palestinian coastline to the territory of Byzantium
does not seem totally implausible.
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3. From the Flat Midship Transverse Section of the 11th-Century Coaster of Serçe
Limanı to the Flat Midship Transverse Section of Traditional Mediterranean Boats and
Ships of the Contemporary Period

The shape of the Serçe Limanı coaster with its flat bottom, slightly raised at both ends,
rounded bilge, and open straight sides is part of a centuries-old lineage of shipwrecks
of eastern and western Mediterranean origin, of which one of the earliest archaeological
testimonies is the Tantura F shipwreck dated to the mid-7th–8th centuries AD. It would be
beyond the scope of this article to establish a complete list of shipwrecks of Mediterranean
origin built on keel according to a ‘frame-first’principle with a main transverse section of
the Serçe Limanı type. Some of the most representative archaeological evidence will suffice
to illustrate the maintenance of this type of master frame over the centuries:

- Boccalama B (Italy), dated 1275–1325 [17]; this is the shipwreck of a galley of Venetian
origin, the remains of which are preserved over 38 m long and 5 m wide. Among the
many unknown questions raised by this exceptionally shipwreck is the one relating to
the architectural type: military galley or “galea di mercato” and, in the latter case, the
question is to know if this merchant galley was destined for trade towards the Black
Sea, Romania, or Flanders, which were the three main trade routes of Venice.

- Culip VI (Spain), dated from the late 13th to early 14th century [18]; this is the remains
of a coastal vessel probably built in Catalonia, whose restored dimensions are 16.35 m
in overall length, 4.11 m in width at the main beam, and 1.94 m in depth. The load
capacity of the vessel has been estimated at around 40 tonnes (Figure 6). This is the
earliest archaeological evidence for the use of the Mediterranean moulding method
of design.
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- Contarina 1 (Italy), dated 1425–1475 [19]; this is the remains of an Adriatic coaster
whose restored dimensions are 20.90 m long overall, 5.10 m wide at the main beam,
and 2.46 m depth (Figure 7).
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- Lazise, Lake Garda (Italy) [20]; this shipwreck of Venetian origin is that of a vessel of
the galley family built in the 15th century, transported by land in Lake Garda, and
sunk in the early 16th century (Figure 8).

- Yassiada 3 (Turkey), dated 1575–1600 [21]; this is the remains of a merchant sailing
ship of Ottoman origin, whose restored dimensions are 21.20 m long overall, 6 m wide
at the main beam, and 1.20 m deep. Its displacement has been estimated at nearly
63 tonnes (Figure 9).

- Les Sardinaux (France), dated to the end of the 17th century [22]; this is the poorly
preserved shipwreck, only 7.65 m long and 1.62 m wide, of a small coaster whose
original length could be between 10 and 12 m.
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- Paragan 1, Corsica (France), dated from the end of the 17th to the early 18th cen-
tury [23,24]; this is the remains of a coastal vessel from western Mediterranean whose
restored dimensions are 19 m long, 5.30 m wide, and 2.50 m depth for a load capacity
estimated between 73.50 and 78.25 tonnes according to the French tonnage calculation
formulae of 1681 (Figure 10).
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- Kitten (Bulgaria), dated c. 1800 [25]; this is a large coastal vessel probably built in the 
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(Figure 11). Its load capacity has been estimated as between 120 and 130 tonnes. 
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A group of shipwrecks from the early Middle Ages should be considered separately. 
These are the 37 wrecks found at Yenikapı, Istanbul (Turkey), in the former port of Theo-
dosius [26,27]. Six of these wrecks (YK 10, YK 17, YK 19, YK 27, YK 29, YK 31) dated from 
the 7th to 9th centuries AD have their carvel planking arranged without any connection 
between them and “... have at least some frames placed before the planking” [26] (p. 34). In other 
words, these shipwrecks would appear to be of the ‘frame-first’ or more probably of the 
‘pre/proto frame-first’ principle of design (shape and structure) and ‘mixed’ construction 
methods/procedures. Three of these shipwrecks have a flat-bottomed master section of 
the Serçe Limanı type, and the other three have a ‘wine glass’ master section [28]. The 
interpretation of these six shipwrecks in terms of history of Mediterranean naval architec-
ture is in fact complex due to their minority position within the 37 shipwrecks of Yenikapı, 
the vast majority of which would seem to be related to a ‘mixed’ architecture (principle 
and methods) [27] (p. 69) and belong to a regional tradition whose techno-historical pe-
rimeter has yet to be defined.  
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A group of shipwrecks from the early Middle Ages should be considered separately.
These are the 37 wrecks found at Yenikapı, Istanbul (Turkey), in the former port of Theodo-
sius [26,27]. Six of these wrecks (YK 10, YK 17, YK 19, YK 27, YK 29, YK 31) dated from the
7th to 9th centuries AD have their carvel planking arranged without any connection be-
tween them and “ . . . have at least some frames placed before the planking” [26] (p. 34). In other
words, these shipwrecks would appear to be of the ‘frame-first’ or more probably of the
‘pre/proto frame-first’ principle of design (shape and structure) and ‘mixed’ construction
methods/procedures. Three of these shipwrecks have a flat-bottomed master section of the
Serçe Limanı type, and the other three have a ‘wine glass’ master section [28]. The interpre-
tation of these six shipwrecks in terms of history of Mediterranean naval architecture is
in fact complex due to their minority position within the 37 shipwrecks of Yenikapı, the
vast majority of which would seem to be related to a ‘mixed’ architecture (principle and
methods) [27] (p. 69) and belong to a regional tradition whose techno-historical perimeter
has yet to be defined.

In the context of traditional shipbuilding, an excellent observatory of the practices
in use in Provence at the end of the 19th century is provided by the shipbuilder Jules
Vence [29]. The shape of the Marseille pilot boat, the barquette, and the gourse show a flat
master frame with a more or less significant rise at the so-called escoue points, but these are
always small (Figure 12). The only exception is the shape of the Toulon boat known as a
rafiau or pointu, which is characterised by a rising and a practically non-existent flat floor
timber of the master frame.
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sels intended for local coastal navigation or regional or even extra-regional coastal navi-
gation, but in all cases with a tonnage of no more than around 100 tonnes (120 to 130 
tonnes in the case of the Kitten shipwreck). One of the exceptions, along with the Lazise 
“galley/fuste”, is the Boccalama galley, which is probably close to 40 m long. However, 
this is a very specific Mediterranean architectural family. Thirdly and finally, the ethno-
graphic documentation shows that hauling on the beach, either on a daily time in the case 
of small coastal fishing boats or on more time for careening operations, particularly for 
coasters, was a common practice along the Mediterranean shoreline until the 20th century. 
In this functional context, it is obvious that a hull with a flat master frame facilitates haul-
ing and beaching straight without the need of side supports to prevent the boat from tip-
ping sideways. It is important to emphasise that coastal vessels with a flat master frame 
form the basis of maritime trade from the Middle Ages until the disappearance of side 
commercial shipping under sail. Therefore, they are very representative vessels histori-
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Figure 12. Midship section of a bateau à éperon or Mourré dé pouar [29].

This quick examination of the shape of the master frame calls for three main comments.
Firstly, it is certain that although the general shape of these master frames has similar charac-
teristics and is based on the same overall geometric design, it also varies in detail in terms of
the length of the line of the flat and height of the rising depending on the examples considered,
in particular according to a number of chronological and functional parameters. Secondly, all
but one of the cases considered relate to fishing or coastal vessels with a maximum length
(Kitten shipwreck) of 23 m. Therefore, they are either small vessels intended for local coastal
navigation or regional or even extra-regional coastal navigation, but in all cases with a tonnage
of no more than around 100 tonnes (120 to 130 tonnes in the case of the Kitten shipwreck).
One of the exceptions, along with the Lazise “galley/fuste”, is the Boccalama galley, which
is probably close to 40 m long. However, this is a very specific Mediterranean architectural
family. Thirdly and finally, the ethnographic documentation shows that hauling on the beach,
either on a daily time in the case of small coastal fishing boats or on more time for careen-
ing operations, particularly for coasters, was a common practice along the Mediterranean
shoreline until the 20th century. In this functional context, it is obvious that a hull with a
flat master frame facilitates hauling and beaching straight without the need of side supports
to prevent the boat from tipping sideways. It is important to emphasise that coastal vessels
with a flat master frame form the basis of maritime trade from the Middle Ages until the
disappearance of side commercial shipping under sail. Therefore, they are very representative
vessels historically.

This same type of main section, which appears to be the most frequently attested in the
archaeological and ethnographic documentation, does not mean, of course, that Mediterranean
naval architecture has known only one and the same model of flat-bottomed main section
without rising, from the early Middle Ages until the 20th century. Two examples will suffice
to show the contrary. These are two 16th century wrecks. The first is the presumed Lomellina,
which was a large Genoese nave sunk in the bay of Villefranche-sur-Mer (France) in 1516 [30].
The restored dimensions are between 40 and 45 m overall length and 10 m width at the main
beam, with a load capacity between 700 and 800 tons. The midship section of this very large
ship belongs to the “wine glass” type with a garboard return (Figure 13). The second wreck is
that of Calvi 1, Corsica, dated 1550–1600 [31,32]. The reconstructed dimensions of this ship are
as follows: overall length 24.90 m, width at the main beam 7.80 m, depth in hold 3.80 m, load
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capacity between 220 and 330 tons [31] (p. 112). The restitution of the master frame shows a
“glass wine” section with a garboard return [33] (p. 147) (Figure 14). These two examples seem
to show a different geometry of the master frame than the one with a flat bottom without rising.
Even if the hypothesis can be formulated, it would be risky to systematically associate, as a
sort of “architectural signature”, the master frame with a “wine glass” section to the category
of large tonnage ships only, which, it should be remembered, represent a minority proportion
of the shipping industry in terms of economy of maritime transport in the Middle Ages and
the modern period. The documentary sample remains far too small to be able to make such
a claim. In any case, it is certain that this model of master frame appears to be very much
in the minority with regard to the archaeological documentation and therefore would not
seem to be representative of a Mediterranean tradition, even if limited to its western basin. It
could be only considered as a “shipyard signature” of regional/local boarder. However, this
is not the case for the flat-bottomed type whose geographical distribution and chronological
extent would seem to allow this model of master frame to be considered representative of an
authentic Mediterranean tradition.
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Figure 14. Hypothetical reconstruction of the midship section of the Calvi 1 shipwreck based on three arcs of circle [33] 

There is one last remark that is important to underline. If, indeed, the flat-bottomed 
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to constitute two different geometrical families of design, there must have been variables 
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one uses in naval architecture, one must begin by forming the master frame... the outline of this 
frame is always arbitrary to the shipbuilder who must be careful to give it a shape that determines 
the bottom of the vessel according to the use to which it is to be put”. This “arbitrariness” refers 
to the technical freedom that allows the shipbuilder to personalise the shape of his master 
frame. 
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Richard J. Steffy is responsible for a particularly innovative study of the process of 
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before the discovery of the Tantura Lagoon/Dor wrecks, to be one of the earliest archaeo-
logical attestations in the eastern Mediterranean [of a ship ‘frame-first’ built. Two main 
aspects of his study should be noted. Firstly, the midship section is subject to a double 
modification of its design (Figure 15). The first one is located at the level of the length of 
the floor timber, which progressively decreases towards the ends of the hull. The second 
is located at the level of the rise which increases progressively towards the bow and the 
stern. This double modification does not change the angle of the chine. The sides remain 
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There is one last remark that is important to underline. If, indeed, the flat-bottomed
master frame and the so call “glass wine” master frame with a rising floor timber appear
to constitute two different geometrical families of design, there must have been variables
within each of the families corresponding to the particular “architectural signature” of one
shipbuilder. This was recalled by a naval officer at the beginning of the 18th century, La
Madeleine, author of a treatise on naval architecture, when he wrote [34]: “Whatever rule one
uses in naval architecture, one must begin by forming the master frame . . . the outline of this frame
is always arbitrary to the shipbuilder who must be careful to give it a shape that determines the
bottom of the vessel according to the use to which it is to be put”. This “arbitrariness” refers to the
technical freedom that allows the shipbuilder to personalise the shape of his master frame.

4. On the Possible Origin of a Proto/Pre-Moulding Method

Richard J. Steffy is responsible for a particularly innovative study of the process of
designing the frames of the 11th century shipwreck of Serçe Limanı [14–16] considered,
before the discovery of the Tantura Lagoon/Dor wrecks, to be one of the earliest archaeo-
logical attestations in the eastern Mediterranean [of a ship ‘frame-first’ built. Two main
aspects of his study should be noted. Firstly, the midship section is subject to a double
modification of its design (Figure 15). The first one is located at the level of the length of
the floor timber, which progressively decreases towards the ends of the hull. The second
is located at the level of the rise which increases progressively towards the bow and the
stern. This double modification does not change the angle of the chine. The sides remain
parallel, thus preserving the developable nature of the hull shapes. Secondly, this double
modification concerns a set of eight floor timbers, four of which are arranged on either side
of the midship section. These would appear to be the only predefined/moulded elements
of the transverse framework before any stringers or planking were put in place to support
these frame elements. In this hypothesis, they could be considered as “active” frames, in
the sense defined by Lucien Basch [35]. Furthermore, Richard J. Steffy adds: “I suspect our
builder determined at least one more pair of hull shapes before or during the planking process” [16]
(p. 5). The position towards the ends of the hull of these presumed frames could be more
or less similar to that of the tail frames.
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In any case, this double modification of the master frame, by decreasing the length
of its floor timber and by increasing the height of its rise, would seem to be indicative
of a proto/pre-moulding method, as these two modifications are present in the classical
Mediterranean moulding method.
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Two questions arise in relation to this presumed proto/pre-Mediterranean moulding
method. How is the gradual decrease in the length of the floor timber and the gradual increase
in the rising carried out? Was this proto/pre-moulding method preceded before the 11th
century by another method of modifying the two dimensions of the master frame floor timber?
This is the meaning of Richard J. Steffy’s observation when he writes that “this method did not
begin in the eleventh century; it was too sophisticated for that” [36] (p. 91). To the first question,
there are no data in the current state of archaeological documentation to suggest an answer. To
the second question, an answer seems to be possible. Examination of the reconstructed hull
lines of the Dor 2001/1 shipwreck reveals a double progressive modification of the midship
section by a decrease in the length of the floor timber and an increase in the rising, which
appears similar to that reconstructed for the Serçe Limanı shipwreck (Figure 16). Among the
unknown aspects related to the restitution of the hull lines of the Dor 2001/1 shipwreck, the
two most important ones concern the limits between the presumed predefined frames and the
frames directly defined during the process of building, on the one hand, and the process of
modification of the length and of the rising of the floor timber on the other hand. With all due
reservations, the Dor 2001/1 shipwreck could perhaps date the proto/pre-moulding method,
or more precisely one of the methods, to the late 5th or early 6th century AD and thus confirm
Richard J. Steffy’s observation at a time when the Dor 2001/1 shipwreck had not been studied.
It should be added that in the context of a transverse ‘frame-first’ design principle such as that
of the Dor 2001/1 shipwreck, it seems logical that a controlled method of modifying at least
part of the frame should be implemented.
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Figure 16. Reconstruction of the Dor 2001/1 shipwreck hull lines (A. Ben Zeev) [10]. 
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This method of designing the transverse shapes of the hull is based on the geometric 

figure of the master frame, which is the keystone of the whole process of predefining the 
figure of the frames, or at least of a number of ‘active’ frames, as limited towards the bow 
by the fore tail frame and towards the stern by the aft tail frame. This predefined or 
moulded part of the hull may be more or less important. In some cases, it may extend over 
most of the length of the keel. 

As mentioned previously, the two basic modifications of the midship section figure, 
which, let us underline again, do not affect the geometrical construction of its overall lay-
out, which remains stable up to the level of the two tail frames sections, concern the re-
duction of the length of the floor timber (a theoretical line of geometrical construction of 
the lower part of the floor timber), the increase in the rising (elevation of the length of the 
floor timber above the keel) and possibly one other main correction: the trebuchement (wid-
ening) (Figure 17). The two first basic modifications are based on purely graphic proce-
dures using elementary geometric constructions (the half-moon and the isosceles triangle 
for the oldest examples) carried out at full size and based on the principle of progressive 
divisions (arithmetic progression). These procedures were called ‘geometric operators’ 
[37] (p. 157). 

Figure 16. Reconstruction of the Dor 2001/1 shipwreck hull lines (A. Ben Zeev) [10].
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5. Mediterranean Moulding Method

This method of designing the transverse shapes of the hull is based on the geometric
figure of the master frame, which is the keystone of the whole process of predefining the
figure of the frames, or at least of a number of ‘active’ frames, as limited towards the
bow by the fore tail frame and towards the stern by the aft tail frame. This predefined or
moulded part of the hull may be more or less important. In some cases, it may extend over
most of the length of the keel.

As mentioned previously, the two basic modifications of the midship section figure,
which, let us underline again, do not affect the geometrical construction of its overall layout,
which remains stable up to the level of the two tail frames sections, concern the reduction
of the length of the floor timber (a theoretical line of geometrical construction of the lower
part of the floor timber), the increase in the rising (elevation of the length of the floor
timber above the keel) and possibly one other main correction: the trebuchement (widening)
(Figure 17). The two first basic modifications are based on purely graphic procedures
using elementary geometric constructions (the half-moon and the isosceles triangle for the
oldest examples) carried out at full size and based on the principle of progressive divisions
(arithmetic progression). These procedures were called ‘geometric operators’ [37] (p. 157).
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Figure 17. The various ‘mechanic’ modifications of the Mediterranean midship mould [38] 
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and the building phases are associated in this method. In a sense, there was no break in 
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This Mediterranean moulding method is attested in written sources from the end of 
the 13th century and, in archaeological sources, from the end of the 13th to the beginning 
of the 14th century with the Culip VI shipwreck (Spain) [39]. It remained in use in France, 
along the Provençal and Languedoc coastline, until the 20th century in the form of the 
Saint-Joseph’s mould [30] (pp. 25–31) which, according to a fine definition by François 
Beaudouin, “serves as a lofting room and hull lines for Provençal carpenters” [40] (p. 73); (Fig-
ure 18). 
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In practice, in the Middle Ages as in modern times, the layout of the midship section
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The mechanic combination in horizontal (for the reduction of the length of the floor
timber), vertical (for the increase in the rising), and transverse (for the trébuchement) of
these different ‘instruments’, which are by definition mobile, led to the tracing of the entire
contour of the frames arranged between the two tail-frames. At this stage, the design
‘instruments’ had become ‘construction’ instruments, underlining how closely the design
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and the building phases are associated in this method. In a sense, there was no break
in the chain of operation between the upstream phase of design and ‘thinking’ and the
downstream phase of building and ‘making’.

This Mediterranean moulding method is attested in written sources from the end of
the 13th century and, in archaeological sources, from the end of the 13th to the beginning
of the 14th century with the Culip VI shipwreck (Spain) [39]. It remained in use in France,
along the Provençal and Languedoc coastline, until the 20th century in the form of the
Saint-Joseph’s mould [30] (pp. 25–31) which, according to a fine definition by François
Beaudouin, “serves as a lofting room and hull lines for Provençal carpenters” [40] (p. 73);
(Figure 18).
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Figure 18. Use of the Saint Joseph’s mould and the rising square for shaping the predesigned
frame 6 [29].

An important characteristic linked to the use of the midship mould and the rising
square method was formulated by Walter Gaspard. When asked by a shipwright about the
use of the Saint-Joseph’s mould, the carpenter told him that the midship section had to be
a floor timber absolutely flat “pour bien porter sur le talon”, i.e., ”to rest well on the heel of the
floor timber” [40].

This characteristic of the Saint-Joseph’s mould of the Provençal and Languedoc ship
carpenters refers to the oldest representation [41] of the midship mould of a galley and
nave in the Venetian “treatises on technical recipes for naval architecture” from the 14th
century [42–48], including the mythical anonymous manuscript of the Fabrica di galere,
which was edited in part as early as 1840 by the French historian Augustin Jal in his
Archéologie navale. It is obvious that there is a continuity of technical culture between the
medieval method of the Mediterranean moulding method and the traditional method of the
Saint Joseph’s mould. This continuity of architectural design associated with a transverse
principle ‘frame-first’ is indeed reflected in the geometric figure of the master frame resting
on a flat floor-timber, only the end of which has a more or less significant rising at the escoue
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points. Therefore, this geometrical figure of the midship section would seem to be the
most significant and representative of the ‘architectural signatures’ of the Mediterranean
architectural tradition.

However, as we have noted, archaeology also testifies to the existence, albeit in a
very small minority, of another model of the midship section with a different geometric
figure marked by a ‘wine glass’ section with the return of garboard. One of the questions
that arises is whether this ‘wine glass’ midship section model can be designed using the
Mediterranean moulding method.

One possible answer to this question is provided by the treatise on naval architecture
(1686) by the Venetian shipbuilder Steffano de Zuanne [49]. Although Zuanne’s manuscript
does not explicitly mention the use of the Mediterranean moulding method, the title page
makes an implicit reference to it. S. de Zuanne notes that his text “descritte le raggioni e
regole p. fabricare ogni Sorte di Navi, Galere, Galeazo, Galeote, Caichy, Feluche, et ogni altro
bastimenti”. He adds that his manuscript also contains “li dissegni [ . . . ] per formare li Sesti
e Partizioni per fabricare”. These terms refer both to the design phase—the proportions
and rules—[le raggioni e regole], and to the building phase—the tracings for making the
Mediterranean master mould [sesti] and using the geometric operators [partizioni]. This
is also implicit in the figures accompanying each numerical specification for a particular
type of ship. Indeed, the figures systematically include the three sections or half-sections
of the master frame (Corba Maistra), the fore tail frame (Cao di Sesto da Proua) and the aft
tail frame (Cao di Sesto di Pupa). On the figure of the midship frame, almost systematically,
and on that of the tail frames, more irregularly, the position of the middle of the line of
the floor timber (fondi) and that of the rising at the escoue point are graphically indicated.
Furthermore, the stella is systematically represented under the line of the floor timber,
which corresponds to a geometrical construction line and not to the real shape of the floor
timber. All these indications are indicative of the use of the Mediterranean moulding
method without or with rising. In this second case, the principle remains the same; only
the application changes and involves an additional operation to connect the line of the flat
of the floor timber to the rising square by a straight or a curve line either by turning the
mould over or by using an additional ‘instrument’, the ‘hollow mould’.

Two important aspects should be highlighted. Of the 25 midship sections designed
by S. de Zuanne, which correspond to as many different architectural models of ships,
19 midship sections have a flat floor timber and only six midship sections have a raised
floor timber, the height of which remains reduced in all cases. For example, the stella of
the corba maistra of a “navi di piedi di 90 in colomba”, i.e., a ship with 90 Venetian feet (about
31.25 m) of keel length, is about 5.5 cm (Figure 19).

It is obvious that the manuscript of S. de Zuanne is not an official statistical collection
of the different Mediterranean master frame models of the late 17th century. It reflects
the technical thinking of a Venetian shipbuilder, which can nevertheless be considered as
probably representative of the architectural trends of his time. It can be seen that within the
limits of this treatise on Mediterranean naval architecture, the midship sections with flat
floor-timber are in the vast majority and seem to correspond to the ‘architectural signature’
shared by the Mediterranean shipyards. In addition, S. de Zuanne refers in his treatise
to some types of ships from other traditions than Venetian. This is the case for the shape
of ships in the maniera Genovese [49] (f◦ 43). The Genoese midship section designed by S.
de Zuanne (“corba maistra che usano li Genovesi nelle loro navi”) [48] (f◦ 62 v◦) has a strictly
flat floor-timber which is totally in keeping with this Mediterranean architectural tradition
whose origins would seem to lie, along with the Dor 2001/1 shipwreck, in the very early
Middle Ages (Figure 20).
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Figure 19. Midship section and tail sections of a nave of 90 feet keel length [48]. 
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Figure 20. Midship section in the Genoese manner [48].

6. Conclusions

From the origins to the present day, this geometric ‘architectural signature’ of the
technical culture of Mediterranean shipbuilders and shipwrights, characterised by a flat
master frame in relation to the Mediterranean moulding method of design, was still very
much in evidence until a few years ago in some of the small traditional shipyards on the
southern shores of the Mediterranean. It is a part of this living medieval memory that
we had the chance to observe with our dear Tunisian friend and fellow historian, the late
Abdelhamid Barkaoui, in the Kerkenna Islands, an archipelago located off the port of Sfax
in Tunisia [50]. The master mould used in the small shipyard of El Ataïa situated on the
beach allowed the ship builder to design a “flûka arbi” master frame: an extraordinary
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living lesson in naval architecture referring to a technical culture inscribed in the historical
longue durée and shared by the southern and northern, eastern, and western shores of the
Mediterranean (Figures 21 and 22).
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Figure 21. Shipbuilder from the El Ataïa shipyard (Kerkenna Islands, Tunisia) drawing a floor timber with the help of the 
Mediterranean midship mould (Ph. E. Rieth). 

 
Figure 22. Detail of the Mediterranean midship mould and the rising square from the El Ataïa ship-
yard showing the marks for reducing the length of the floor timber and those for increasing the 
rising (Ph. E. Rieth). 
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Figure 22. Detail of the Mediterranean midship mould and the rising square from the El Ataïa
shipyard showing the marks for reducing the length of the floor timber and those for increasing the
rising (Ph. E. Rieth).
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